
Hire vetted quality DevOps developers
within 48 Hours
Fortune 500 companies and funded startups pick Optymize’s DevOps

developers to scale up their teams quickly and to achieve their project

deadlines. Extend your technology team and select the top 5%

DevOps developers on contract basis. Optymize is a marketplace for

top DevOps developers, programmers, consultants pre-vetted by our

experts and our Talent Cloud Solution.

Hire Developers Now

100% risk free 2 weeks trial.
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Trusted By

Our platform focuses on making the remote hiring process easier

by providing top quality vetted engineers from around the world.

Through our service many well-known companies have scaled

their product development team.

How Optymize works in 60 seconds
Optymize makes the hiring process easier for

companies and provides a place for quali�ed

candidates to showcase their talent.

Hire top 5% freelance DevOps developers

4 Year English-Expert Full-time

She has experience in designing and creating infrastructure for

the development and…
8 Year English-Expert Full-time

Shivani Mundra

DevOps Developer

 India
Felipe Gonzalez

DevOps Developer

 Brazil
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DevOps  Docker  Python  +1 Felipe is a DevOps engineer and has experience of using AWS

and Azyre cloud computing services …

DevOps  Azure  AWS  +1

5 Year English-Expert Part-time

Hitesh has experience in building, deploying, and scaling robust

and dynamic AWS …

DevOps  Python  CI/CD  +2

7 Year English-Expert Full-time

Lilia is a certi�ed AWS devOPs professional. She has experience

in building scalable …

DevOps  Jenkins  CI/CD  +1

10 Year English-Expert Part-time

Carlos has an intense professional experience of more than a

decade …

Azure  DevOps  CI/CD pipelines  +1

Hitesh Khatri

DevOps Developer

 India
Lilia Pavliak

DevOps Developer

 Ukraine

Carlos Alberto

DevOps Developer

 Mexico

What Our Customers Have to Say

Want to see more  
Developer?

View More
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Alan Finkel

Partner, Union Innovation

Tony Clark
CEO, TC Consulting

Customer Reviews of our DevOps developers

Robin Hack

Hitesh provided me with all the

knowledge I didn’t have about DevOps. I

hired him to lead one of my teams and he

did his job splendidly. All I can do is to

thank him for being punctual and �nishing

my project with an excellent result.

Joakim Nilsson

Lilia inclusion into my team was like

thunder for others. She not only did

everything at a fast pace but also didn’t

give any chance to complain about

anything. I love the way she handled the

project with utmost care and led the team

into success.

Arne Schulz

Carlos did a fantastic job with my

migration of the software. I was new to

cloud computing and then I hired him.

He showed me things which I wasn’t

aware of. He took care of the project

and ran everything smoothly until the

�nal day. I am happy with the result.

How to hire DevOps Developers through Optymize
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1 Quick Call

Optymize’s Director of Engineering

will have a quick call with you to

better understand your business

goals and technical needs

48 Hour Sourcing

48 Hour Sourcing: Get matched with

experience driven, pre-vetted remote

angular developer within 48 hours of

the call

Review and onboard

Interview the shortlisted angular

developers and onboard your

optimal hire in under two weeks with

a risk-free trial. Don’t pay the fees if

you are not satis�ed.

Frequently Asked Questions







How are Optymize DevOps developers different?

At Optymize, our specialised team of technical experts assess DevOps developers through a rigorous vetting process

including customised coding tests designed specifically based on your requirements to make sure you get only the right

talent. Potential candidates are then tested for communication skills and team dynamics to ensure we only match you

with talent of the highest calibre. Adding a top DevOps developer with excellent communication skills and who is also a

team player will increase team output substantially. We believe in providing top quality DevOps developers only.

How quickly can I hire and get a DevOps developer working?

. What if I’m not satisfied with the DevOps developer? Is there a trial period or
replacement policy available?
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Why choose DevOps for your project?

DevOps is the combination of cultural philosophies, practices, and tools that increases an organization’s ability to deliver

applications and services at high velocity. It removes the organization’s traditional software development and management

system by evolving and improving products at a faster pace. This speed enables organizations to serve their customers in a

better way and compete with others more effectively in the market.

Why DevOps matters?

Software and the Internet have transformed the world and its industries, from shopping to entertainment to

banking.Companies interact with their customers through software. In today’s world, companies must transform how they

build and deliver software to meet the high demands.

DevOps Approach is based on:

      –.  Continuous Integration: It is a software development which involves continuous integration code into the central

repository

      –.  Continuous delivery: In this process of software development code changes are automatically built, tested, and prepared

for a release to production.

      –.  Microservices: It is a design approach to build a single application as a set of small services.

      –.  Infrastructure as code: In this practice infrastructure is provisioned and managed by using code and software

development techniques such as version control and continuous integration.

      –.  Communication and collaboration: it is one of the key approaches of DevOps.

Bene�ts of DevOps

      –.  Speed: Moving at high speed will help to adapt to customer query, understand the changing market better, and grow more

ef�ciently with productive results.

      –.  Rapid Delivery: Frequent release of new features and bug �xing will make the customer respond in a positive way which

will help in innovation of the product.

      –.  Reliability: Delivering quality updates will ensure positive reviews from end users keeping the reliability factor intact.

      –.  Security: Automated compliance policies, con�guration management technique will preserve security.

      –.  Scale: Automation and consistency help you manage complex or changing systems ef�ciently and with reduced risk.

      –.  Improved collaboration: Combine work�ows of developers and operations team reduces inef�ciencies and saves time.

Why choose Optymize?
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Proactive Communication

Every engineer in our network can clearly articulate and collaborate with your
team members without any hassles.

100% Timezone Overlap

Work with engineers during your working hours. They are flexible to your timing
overlap needs.

Hands-on support

We will work with you every step of your journey, from providing candidates to holding
regular check-ins and weekly status updates.

Long term relationship

We aim to become your long term technical partner for your development
needs. This will help us understand you better and ensure every remote hire
is a success.
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Why Companies Choose Optymize

How Optymize transformed RD&X Network’s product

development of their �agship product

Read More

How Greenhouse gained

�exibility to handle product

development shifts with

Optymize.

Read More

How Limeade avoided costly

hiring mistakes by partnering

with Optymize.Read More

Read More

How Skyword bypassed the

competition and augmented

teams with optymize.

Read More

View More

Browse Remote Developers Based on Skills

Next.js Developers

Devops Engineers

Java Developers

iOS Developers

Reactjs Developers

Hyperledger Developers

Angular Developers

QA Engineers

Scala Developers

Node.js Developers

.Net Developers

React Native Developers

Solidity Developers

Php Developers

Android Developers

Golang Developers

View more skills
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Optymize your remote hiring.

info@optymize.io

+1-866-678-9649

Customer

Hire Developers

Hire for Speci�c Skills

Customer Reviews

Case Studies

Engineer

Apply to Jobs

Developer Reviews

Developer Stories

Remote Developer Jobs

Company

About Us

Why Optymize

Blog

Careers

Support

Contact Us

FAQ

Follow Us
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